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HR and its role in innovation: 
series summary

Innovation is a key challenge for HR. The pace of change in the economic and social 
environment and on a global scale is such that standing still leads to stagnation. HR is uniquely 
placed to both support and stifle innovative behaviours and processes. Recognising how 
innovation can be positioned and aligned within organisations is important so that HR can help 
organisations derive the best value from it. Whether innovation is about changing products or 
processes – or is ultimately about survival or sustainability – HR can play a role in helping 
innovation flourish. 

The innovation research programme 
We embarked upon a research programme with the University of Bath to look beneath the 
surface of innovation and understand the role that HR and L&D professionals play. In our four-
part research series we explain how HR helps to support the human, social and organisational 
capital that fuels innovation and transformation and how the various dimensions of innovation 
manifest themselves in organisations. We explore how innovation happens in networked 
organisations and how local government and to some extent the public sector have taken on 
the innovation challenge. We also look at how creative firms have developed the tension 
between customer needs and the innovation imperative. We reflect on the critical role of 
employee involvement and trust in building the foundations for innovation, and briefly outline 
some contextual issues around the role of government. Finally, we have developed five 
innovation profiles describing different approaches to innovation that organisations adopt.
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The series is made up of four reports:

Part 1 – Innovative Forms of Organising: Networked working
The first report in the series focuses on cross-boundary working and its potential for releasing 
innovation, performance, employee engagement and business value. This type of organisation and 
variety of employment relationship are very different from what has gone before, so there is 
inevitably a challenge and opportunity for HR in developing and supporting this approach. The 
report includes a detailed exploration of UK retailer Marks and Spencer and its One Team network.

Part 2 – Driving Innovation in Local Government
This report examines the barriers to innovation in service delivery in the public sector and how to 
overcome them. Drawing on three specific case studies from local government, it explores the 
processes involved in unlocking the potential of social capital and the contribution of HR in 
supporting the creation of an innovative culture. The case study organisations featured are 
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council, Sunderland City Council and the London Borough of Sutton. 

Part 3 – Innovative Outputs: A balancing act
In this report we turn our attention to the production of creative outputs. We consider different 
types of innovative outputs and the human and social resources that firms draw on to produce 
them. We look at the ways firms work with external parties, especially their clients, to produce these 
outputs and the type of HR practices needed to support them. We draw on our research at iris, an 
independent creative agency, and Alexander Mann Solutions, who build talent and resourcing 
capability for clients. 

Part 4 – The Innovation Imperative: The challenge for HR
Building on the findings of the previous three streams, we also draw on an analysis of survey results 
to develop five innovation profiles which characterise the main approaches to innovation that 
organisations adopt. We outline the drivers of each of these profiles and identify the most prominent 
leadership and talent dimensions and effective learning interventions associated with each. We 
illustrate the profiles with vignettes from the six case study organisations that have informed our 
research programme. 

Looking ahead 
Overall, this research series has explained how HR helps to support the human, social and 
organisational capital that fuels innovation and transformation. The findings may help you to look 
ahead to your organisation’s desired innovation approach and help you to support it effectively. The 
innovation imperative is increasing in importance and, for HR, OD and L&D professionals, how you 
engage with innovation and creativity will be a hallmark of your effectiveness towards this growing 
organisational challenge and opportunity.
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